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These advances are merging the physical, digital and biological worlds in ways that 
create both huge promise and potential peril.



The concept of a physical twin, a precursor to Digital twin, is rather old and dates to NASA’s Apollo
program. 







1. Physical twin: A real-world entity (living/non-living) such as part/product, machine, process, organization, or human, etc.
(ii)
2. Digital twin: The digital representation of the physical twin with the capability to mimic/mirror its physical counterpart in real time.
(iii)
3. Linking mechanism: The bidirectional flow of data between the two which operates automatically in real-time.
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Systems medicine is defined as the application of the systems approach to the 
prevention of, understanding and modulation of, and recovery from developmental 
disorders and pathological processes in human health (Clermont et al. 2009).



“Precision medicine is an emerging approach for disease treatment and prevention that takes 
into account individual variability in genes, environment, and lifestyle for each person.”

























The digital twin concept for personalized medicine. 



The digital twin concept for personalized medicine. 











The Artificial Intelligence-based Whole Digital Twin for 
diabetes remission

• A more recent 2021 ADA 
consensus statement defined 
diabetes remission as 
HbA1c<6.5% at least 3 months 
after stopping glucose-lowering 
pharmacotherapy.



A randomized controlled trial of the tech was conducted on individuals with type-2 
diabetes,  to use the Whole Body Digital Twin platform (n = 199) or receive 
standard of care (n = 63) for 180 days.



The platform collects daily data from continuous glucose monitors (CGM), sensor watches, 
blood pressure meters, smart scales, detailed patient food intake information, and a 
mobile app to track and analyze the body’s health signals in order to personalize the 
patient’s treatment and provide daily precision nutrition guidance to the patient. 



The program employs a machine learning predictive model using data from food 
logs and multiple sensors, including continuous glucose monitoring fitness watches 
and comprehensive blood tests. The technology provides individualized and timely 
recommendations through a mobile app to users and their care teams.



Machine learning algorithms analyzed the patient’s macronutrients, 
micronutrients, and biota nutrients to measure and predict glucose response to 
specific foods. Participants were provided with specific daily food 
recommendations to avoid glucose spikes. 



Change in HbA1c from baseline to 180 days and the percentage of participants achieving type 2 diabetes 
remission were the primary outcomes. 



In interim analysis, majority of participants in the intervention group reached an 
HbA1c <6.5% at 180 days using no medications or metformin only
The remission was independent of the level of weight loss.



All nine participants in the intervention group who used insulin at baseline stopped 
using insulin prior to 90 days.



“We were pleased to see the magnitude of remission of diabetes achieved in our 
study, validating the power of understanding the distinctions of each individual’s 
unique metabolism to provide personalized recommendations,” Shamanna said. 



Shamanna :“Our results demonstrate the potential of Whole Body Digital Twin 
technology to change the conventional, medication-driven management of type 2 
diabetes to achieving remission of type 2 diabetes with a life free of medication in a 
large proportion of people. Precision lifestyle changes implemented by continued 
inputs delivered digitally by artificial intelligence has the potential to deliver both 
glycemic and extra glycemic benefits.”







This so-called digital-twin model aims to improve prediction and early detection of individuals likely 
to develop the disease, which will improve the overall possibility for prevention. Simultaneously, the 
method will reveal potential risks for developing disease complications, all while personalizing 
patient treatment.
The project involves in-depth molecular phenotyping of individuals at the DNA, protein and 
metabolite level.





During 90 days of the TPT Program, patients achieved low glycemic variability and significant 
reductions in BMI and BP. 
Antihypertensive medication use was eliminated in nearly all patients. 





The human digital twin  framework architecture



Precision Treatment Methods Through framework leads to new data, novel models 
that create additional knowledge, and improved decision support through new 
degrees of freedom.



IoMT Architecture—Data transfer using IoT sensor devices from patients’ (left), mounted devices to edge nodes 
(center) to the HDT architecture and finally to medical personnel and caretakers using a mobile app.



Simulated web page view of the patient’s data.



This shows that the TIR is increased from 3–75% to 86–97%. 



This shows that HDT-based personalized BGL management can reduce the time 
spent in hypo from 0–22% to 0–9%,



This shows that HDT-based personalized BGL management can reduce percentage 
of time spent in hyper from 0–98 % to 0–12%.



This paper presented a Human Digital Twin (HDT) framework for Elderly Type-2 Diabetes 
(E-T2D). The HDT enables personalization and precise insulin infusion considering.









An AI-assisted framework, coined ReconGAN, was developed for synthesizing realistic 
digital twins of the human vertebra and predicting its fracture response. 
ReconGAN enables integrating diagnostic imaging data (e.g., CT scans) with virtual 
microstructural models of the trabecular bone, to create realistic geometrical models of 
the whole vertebra. 







DeepLife has mapped more than 30 atlases with more than 20 million single. The 
atlases span brain, blood, liver, lung, intestines, and other tissues and organs, and 
DeepLife updates them monthly using more than 20 qualified data repositories.







www. https://futuremedical.ir/
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